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RPC – THE ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT

BERRY + RPC: ADVANCING TOGETHER
On July 1st Berry Global Group, Inc. completed the acquisition of RPC Group Plc.
RPC and Berry are a natural and synergistic fit, and the joining of our two companies is truly transformational. The combined company will be able to provide customers
with enhanced global value through an expanded wealth of knowledge, innovative technologies, and geographic footprint.
“I am continuously impressed by the heritage RPC team, technologies, and products,” said Jean-Marc Galvez,
recently appointed President of Berry’s Consumer Packaging International Division. “I look forward to continuing
to build on the momentum RPC has created over the years, and am honored to lead the Consumer Packaging
International Division of Berry.”
The combination of Berry and RPC creates a leading supplier of engineered products and one of the world’s
largest plastic packaging companies. Please be assured that the collective personnel of our combined
organization will continue to operate with a strong focus on operational excellence, superior customer service,
and the delivery of quality product to support your needs.
Together, we have:

About Berry

z Nearly 50,000 team members

Berry is a leading global supplier of a broad range of
innovative flexible, rigid, and nonwoven protective
solutions for consumer and industrial applications. With
approximately 135 manufacturing locations in 13 countries,
Berry is headquartered in Evansville, Indiana, United
States.

z A shared commitment to safety, sustainability, the quality of our products, and delighting our customers
z A focus on educating others about the benefits of plastics
z A broad and diverse portfolio of products, with the ability to serve both large multi-national and small local

customers efficiently
z An unrivaled supply chain

TRAYS HAVE CLEAR SUSTAINABILITY
BENEFITS FOR QUORN
Trays from RPC Bebo are playing a key role in supporting Quorn Foods’ widely-publicised and highlysuccessful move to eliminate more than 297 tonnes of black plastic packaging from its supply chain.
RPC Bebo is producing a range of white and opaque recyclable
PP trays for the Quorn range, including some of its bestselling
products such as chilled Quorn Mince and Pieces.

“We are delighted how these new trays have made such a
positive change towards the increased sustainability of our
products.”

In addition to the change in material, RPC Bebo has also worked
on the further lightweighting of the trays. This has delivered
valuable additional material savings while still ensuring that
the trays retain the durability, reliability and functionality that
provide effective product protection throughout the supply chain
and ease of use for the consumer at home.

Quorn Foods is a global market leader in healthy, sustainable
protein. Based in Stokesley, North Yorkshire the company offers
a wide range of great-tasting products to appeal to the rapidlyexpanding group of people wanting to reduce
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The new trays were developed using the RPC Design Circular
Grading Tool to assess their sustainability credentials. As a
result of the various changes, the trays now have a B Rating for
their environmental profile compared to the F of the previous
black plastic versions.
Quorn has reported that the new packaging has been extremely
well received by its customers.
“Quorn is at the forefront of diversifying the modern diet, and
as well as being health-conscious, our customers are equally
concerned about the wellbeing of the environment and our
planet,” comments a Quorn spokesperson.

RPC Bebo
b UK
t +44 1536 272945

e sales@rpc-bebo.com

TUB IS CLEARLY GOOD FOR
RECYCLING
The switch from black to semi-clear plastic for
a cake tub has had a significant impact on the
pack’s sustainability profile.
Thanks to the change, the 1080ml tub manufactured by RPC
Superfos for a range of cakes produced by Park Cakes for
leading food retailer M&S can now be described as ‘Widely
Recyclable’ in the UK. This signifies that the packaging is
collected by 75% or more of local authorities across the country.
The user-friendly tub for M&S Minibite cakes has been a fixture
on-shelf for over a decade. The new-look pack has replaced the
carbon black tub and lid with a semi-clear natural colour, which
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is recyclable. The result is a new packaging solution which
matches M&S’s commitment to ensure that all plastic is widely
recyclable by 2022.

HELPING FILMS MAKE THE GRADE
RPC bpi has introduced a unique design tool for its customers to enable them to design more
sustainable flexible packaging, improve its recyclability and also communicate these benefits more
easily to end-users.
The new Circular Economy Rating Tool, developed
eloped in line
with published guidelines from several global
al packaging
initiatives (for example RecyClass and Packaging
aging
SA), demonstrates both RPC bpi’s many years
rs of
recycling experience and its industry-leadingg
expertise in designing highly technical
polyethylene films.
Products are assessed against 11
different criteria, with drop down options
for each that give the sustainability implications
tions
for their selection. This allows adjustments to be made
throughout the design process, particularly in the area of a
pack’s recyclability. For example, the choice of label substrate
and adhesive can make a difference to the ease with which
a film can be recycled. The tool also helps users to consider
whether recycled material can be incorporated into the pack’s
manufacture.
Based on the choices made, the tool gives each pack a rating
from A to F. ‘A’ signals packaging that is fully recyclable and
with recycled content, while ‘F’ signifies that incineration is the
only feasible end-of-life option. The rating is accompanied by a
numerical score out of 100 to provide a more specific indication
of the pack’s overall sustainability profile. In addition, a
detailed report is provided, where decisions can be reviewed,
and opportunities highlighted to improve the pack’s rating.

The
Th tooll iis bbasedd on llatest iinformation
f
i andd existing
i i recycling
li
technologies and will be regularly refreshed and updated as new
techniques are introduced.
“Environmental concerns are top of the list when it comes
to current new pack development projects,” explains Gerry
McGarry, Managing Director, RPC bpi recycled products. “Our
Circular Economy Rating Tool will help customers design the
most sustainable packaging from the outset and ensure the best
solution at its end-of-life. It supports the creation of products
with the highest sustainability credentials that fit current
recycling technologies.”
RPC bpi recycled products
e recycle@rpc-bpi.com
t + 44 333 202 6767

SAFETY LIGHT

On-shelf the most obvious change is the lid, while the tub
artwork design made with In-Mould Labelling is unchanged.

RPC UCP/Zeller Plastik Norwich’s reputation as one of the leading manufacturers of child resistant
closures (CRCs) to the UK household market has been underlined by its supply of two closures from its
range to a major chemicals contract filler.

Nick Shaw, Packaging Manager at Park Cakes, is part of the
team sparking the change and running the packaging project
together with RPC Superfos, drawing on the packaging solution
provider’s knowledge about recyclability:

Liquiform Ltd, part of the DNR Group Ltd based in Longbenton,
Newcastle upon Tyne, has selected the Fez Angle Neck Bleach
Squeeze & Turn CRC and 38mm Clic-loc closure for a number of
cleaning products supplied to major retailers.

sustainability benefits, while maintaining its high performance.
The lightweighting process has achieved a 40% weight reduction
from the previous closure format, making it the lightest closure in
the private label market.

“Using a plain semi-clear natural colour instead of a black one
is in itself a fairly simple measure, yet it has a tangible positive
impact on the environment,” he explains. “We have taken a
huge amount of non-recyclable plastic out of the waste stream
and in addition, we have reduced the weight of the tub.”

Produced in red, both caps offer a high-quality appearance while
combining ease of use with maximum safety. In particular, the
packs comply to ISO 8317, the EU standard for child resistance.

Designed using Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software to
model the physical response of a structure to stress, the Fez
incorporates patented aperture technology developed by the
UCP R&D team. This provides the single walled CRC with the
necessary flexibility in the squeeze band to create a closure
that maintains ease of access for an older population without
sacrificing child resistant performance.

According to Park Cakes, as well as this important
sustainability benefit, the project has also proved to be a
cost-neutral solution. In addition, both Park Cakes and M&S are
pleased with the final result in terms of on-shelf presence. Nick
Shaw says that a number of people think the pack looks cleaner
and brighter, has a punchier appearance, and looks just as good
as with the previous black lid.
RPC Superfos
t +45 5911 1110

e superfos@rpc-superfos.com

In addition, the RPC UCP-designed Fez closure has been
lightweighted, offering important material savings and

“The closures from RPC UCP are both attractive and functional
and provide the vital combination of consumer safety and ease
of use that delivers a positive image for the brand owner,”
comments Liquiform Ltd Director Brian Wiper.

RPC UCP/Zeller Plastik Norwich
e anne.temple@ucpzeller.com
t +44 1603 894800

SPEEDY CREATIVITY
A new 3D online configurator from RPC Superfos will save weeks in a new pack development
process, enabling customers easily to create, edit and share proposed designs with colleagues.

The new Design Studio is a simple to use browser-based
interactive design facility that will help to boost creativity and
enhance innovation. Customers first have to register as a user of
the system and can then start to develop their next project.
The first step is to select a pack from the many innovative
RPC Superfos product lines such as UniPak, SuperLift® and
EasySnacking™ and choose the appropriate volume. Following
this the artwork template is downloaded so that the pack can
be worked on in an art tool application such as Microsoft Paint
3D. At this stage specific packaging artwork can be added,
customised and reviewed.
Easy to use, even for non-technical personnel, the online Design
Studio allows packaging components, including handles and
lids, colours and artwork to be mixed, matched and assessed
until everyone is happy with the result. The final artwork design
is then uploaded and viewed in 3D. These editable designs can
also be shared with colleagues in real time across categories
and teams within or outside a company.

“Using the RPC Superfos 3D Design Studio is very easy,”
explains Birthe Bebe Nielsen, Divisional Product Manager,
Sales & Marketing. “Users intuitively know how to work with
the design creation process. Another great advantage of the
configurator is the option to save your design, share it and go
back and develop it further – immediately or at a later stage.
And an internal library of packs can be established for future
reference and developments.
“RPC Superfos is proud to offer this convincing online
configurator to our customers, because it will allow for
considerable time saving. In this way, we can help our
customers to get a better product to market faster, as time is
always of the essence.”

RPC Superfos
t +45 5911 1110

e superfos@rpc-superfos.com

THE CLARITY OF ENVIRONMENTAL
COMMITMENT
RPC PET Power now offers a sustainable solution for consumers who like to drink while on the move.
The 500ml Vita Round reusable standard Tritan™ drinking water
bottle, supplied under the Zengo brand, is both refillable and
dishwasher safe. It can be specified with two different closures
– a functional sports cap that opens with a simple push of a
button for ease of use during sports activities; and a designer
cap that matches the clean lines of the bottle for an enhanced
overall appearance.
The bottle can be personalised through the choice of closure
colour and printing of logo, slogan or message, creating an
ideal promotional gift that also emphasises a company’s
commitment to sustainability.
Tritan™ is a copolyester from Eastman that offers the highest
clarity, equivalent to glass, and is almost unbreakable, enabling
the manufacture of products that combine consumer safety
with a premium quality image.
The Vita Round is available with a minimum order quantity of
one pallet (1,320 bottles).

A new decoration technique from RPC M&H
Plastics Winchester provides high-quality shelf
stand out and enhanced brand image.

An initiative between RPC Astrapak and its customer Siqalo Foods has seen the launch of the new
Envirohanger plastic hanger.

Typical of a traditional hanger, the elongated triangular shape

The Liquid Metal effect adds a highly reflective surface to PET
bottles that combines vibrant eye-catching colours with a sense
of depth and motion. The finish is particularly suited to round
bottles and is available in a wide variety of colours.

of Envirohanger ensures a robust product that can withstand
weighty garments. Although retaining the classic look, the
hanger features a fresh design that boasts curvy finishes,
such as the ‘S’-shaped neck and hook, as well as a bar across
for hanging trousers, and hooks on the top surface to secure
blouses, dresses and other clothes straps.

The Liquid Metal effect can be used across RPC M&H’s
extensive range of standard bottles, providing brand owners
with the choice and flexibility to create family ranges with
maximum shelf appeal.

RPC Astrapak and Siqalo Foods are committed to finding
sustainable solutions through innovation and product
development. By partnering with Employment Solutions for
People with Disabilities, opportunities have also been created
to provide employment through assembling and
packing the Envirohangers.
RPC Astrapak
t +27 87 742 0710

The SuperLift® container from RPC Superfos is providing a UK confectionery company with a striking
and tamper-proof packaging solution.
more complaints in this area.
“The SuperLift® solution is a great match to our brand; a
premium product,” he concludes. “It has a very strong shelf
standout and makes a perfect gift of sweets to yourself or
someone else. This was something we wanted to push with the
new tub, and we have been absolutely successful with it.”

According to Russell Tanner, Marketing Manager and Category
Management Director at Tangerine Confectionery, consumers
love the sweets and the quality of the new tub.

WaveGrip, the leading provider of sustainable beverage multi-packing solutions, has launched
its latest carrier innovation for the growing number of slimmer, sleek style cans, which are now
increasingly popular across a variety of alcoholic and soft beverages.
The new WaveGrip Sleek is value-engineered to be lighter but
stronger, while securely collating cans to the rigorous standards
required in the retail sector.
Its launch also continues WaveGrip’s focus on delivering the
most environmentally sustainable multi-packing solutions
available for beverage cans. At less than 2.25g per six-pack
carrier, it offers significant packaging material savings and
environmental advantages compared to standard six-pack rings,
rigid plastic handles and traditional cardboard carriers.

“With its lightweight and ability to be applied across our
range of applicators WaveGrip Sleek delivers the performance
producers and consumers demand as part of any sleek can
beverage multi-packing solution.”

Each WaveGrip Sleek 6-pack carrier measures 171mm x
117mm, with the aperture designed for perfect fitting to each
can during application. Due to the body of the sleek cans
being smaller, the apertures are closer together, with the pitch
adapted to ensure a perfect fit and provide the strength and
durability WaveGrip is known for.
It can be applied across the range of WaveGrip applicators,
which are easily integrated by WaveGrip’s OEM partners into
production lines for brewers and beverage manufacturers.

“The great finish of the tub helps to display the vibrant fun side
of our brand,” he says. “We have seen a really strong sales
performance. Last year’s sales have been clearly positive and,
with a move to the RPC Superfos tub, we have gained additional
distribution in the market.”

“The new slimmer sleek cans are providing a real point of
differentiation for many beverage brands and it was therefore
essential that we were able to provide all the efficiency and
sustainability benefits of WaveGrip to this latest packaging
format,” comments WaveGrip Managing Director, Aaron McIvor

The use of In-Mould Labelling for the decoration allows
plenty of creativity and RPC Superfos worked with Tangerine
Confectionery to help achieve a visually-appealing pack. For the
main artwork design sign-off, Tangerine arranged a joint session
for its design agency and RPC Superfos, enabling amendments
to be made and sign-off to take place on the same day.

WaveGrip
t +44 1294 842150

The re-launched Barratt sweets are being sold in the UK and
Australia in 750g tubs with a popular Retros variety available
in a slightly smaller 630g version. An additional benefit of the
SuperLift® pack is its tamper-evident feature.
“Previously with other seasonal packaging options, we have
seen a few problems with tamper-evidence,” explains Russell
Tanner. “Now with the solution from RPC Superfos, there are no

RPC M&H Plastics Winchester
e sales@mhplasticsusa.com
t +1 540 504 0030

SLEEK IS THE NEW WAVEGRIP
e sales@rpc-astrapak.com

SWEET SUCCESS WITH STRIKING
TUBS
Tangerine Confectionery was looking for a high-quality, colourful
and creative pack to re-launch its Barratt seasonal range of the
UK’s favourite sweets. The vivid colours of the SuperLift® tubs,
made of recyclable polypropylene, ensure strong shelf standout
and have generated fantastic in-store backing with feature
space and promotional support, which has led to an increase in
demand for the sweets.

e info@petpower.eu

NEW EFFECT PUTS A SHINE ON
BOTTLES

HANG OUT FOR SUSTAINABILITY
Made from 100% post-industrial recycled plastic generated from
the manufacture of Siqalo Foods products in the RPC Astrapak
factory, Envirohanger features a translucent material with a
glossy finish. The all-weather plastic can be used indoors or out
and both the hanger and its packaging are 100% recyclable.

PET Power
t +31 76 503 8283

RPC Superfos Region UK
e blackburn@rpc-superfos.com
t +44 1254 682298

FAMILY SIZE LIMITEDEDITION
Sun protection specialist Stada Arzneimittel AG has once again turned to
RPC Kutenholz for the production of a limited-edition 250ml size bottle for
its popular Ladival Sun Lotion.
The family size pack joins the existing 200ml bottle produced by RPC Kutenholz, and the successful
working partnership between the two companies was a key reason in Stada Arzneimittel selecting
RPC Kutenholz for this range extension. In particular, RPC Kutenholz was able to achieve a fast
development of the bottle from initial concept to final production in order to meet launch deadlines
for the 2019 summer season.
As with the 200ml bottle, the new pack features a flip-top closure from RPC Bramlage as part of a
complete RPC pack solution.

RPC Kutenholz
e info@rpc-kutenholz.com
t +49 4762 890

e hello@wave-grip.com

NEW STANDARD E-COMMERCE
RANGE
The RPC Bramlage Division has launched a portfolio of ‘e-commerce ready’ personal care standard
packs to enable customers to benefit from speed to market for their new product launches.
The packs – from the company’s top-selling Magic Star, Magic
SL Twist-Up, Empress and Empress Light – have all been
independently certified by a third-party laboratory IBE-BVI, an
ISTA certified laboratory (member ID: ST-9858) in line with ISTA
6 testing protocols. This underlines the containers’ robust and

durable design that ensures products arrive at the consumer in
pristine condition, thus protecting brand image.
RPC Bramlage has extensive experience in the e-commerce
sector having worked on a number of custom-designed projects
for customers in recent years, including in China, one of the
fastest-growing e-commerce markets. While the company
continues to offer its design skills for the development of
specific projects, it also recognised the need for a standard
range to meet the demands of customers seeking a speedier
route to market for their products. As well as the reduced lead
times, the Bramlage solutions offer valuable cost reductions for
customers by minimising the requirement for additional foam
and protective tertiary packaging.
Further products will be added to the portfolio in the coming
months as the company continues to expand its range of reliable
pack solutions in line with the continuing double-digit year on
year growth of the e-commerce market.
RPC Bramlage
t +49 4442 881 0

e sales@rpc-bramlage.de

POTS ARE A GOURMET DELIGHT

BOTTLES HELP DELIVER A
SOUP-ERIOR EXPERIENCE

Specialist French yoghurt producer I-Grec has
widened its product portfolio with the launch of
a new gourmet yoghurt, Le Pot de Lait, in a 500g
thermoformed polypropylene pot from RPC Bebo
Bouxwiller.

A major disruptor in the prepared soups market is providing a new taste and well-being experience
with the help of custom-moulded bottles from RPC Corby.
Re:Nourish offers four fresh, delicious and healthy soups
made only from natural ingredients including vitamins and
micronutrients that deliver particular health benefits. A unique
feature of the soups’ offering is the ‘grab and go bottle’ that
allows the contents to be heated in a microwave. This enables
consumers to quickly enjoy a tasty and nutritious snack
whether at home, at work or on the move.

The pot’s greater degree of transparency provides the ideal
showcase for the yoghurts to maximise on-shelf presence. High
quality offset printing further enhances their appeal. In addition,
the container’s light weight but durable construction combines
effective product protection with safe and easy handling by the
consumer.

The distinctive rectangular-shaped bottle was conceived by
Re:Nourish founder Nicci Clark and developed for manufacture
by RPC Design. Blow moulded in transparent polypropylene,
it creates a strong impression on-shelf with the soups clearly
visible to emphasise their natural properties. The large
decoration area features high-impact black and white labels to
establish a powerful brand identity.

I-Grec was established in 2014 in Yvelines by three friends.
The company specialises in the production of yoghurts with no
additives or preservatives. The products are exclusively available
in shops in the Île de France region.
RPC Bebo Bouxwiller
e contact@rpc-tedeco-gizeh.com
t +33 3 88 71 78 00

In addition, the 500ml bottle is strong but light weight to
ensure effective protection of the soups while providing safe
and easy handling for the user. It is also fully recyclable.

CELEBRATING TEN YEARS OF THE
QUIET REVOLUTION

“With these soups, we are breaking all the rules and
reinventing them,” explains Nicci Clark. “We see soups as the

new ‘juices’ in delivering a flavour-filled experience that is both
delicious and healthy. As part of this, the right packaging was
essential. RPC Corby has done a fantastic job in producing a
quality bottle that projects strong brand messaging, maintains
the freshness of our soups and provides the simplicity and ease
of use that busy consumers demand.”
Re:Nourish soups are prepared using only fresh vegetables and
plant-based ingredients. In addition, each one features a special
ingredient with a particular health benefit. The four varieties
currently available are Roasted Carrot and Ginger (Digest);
Tomato, Basil and Pasion Flower (Calm); Spicy Lentil, Red Pepper
and Maca (Power and Love); and Kale, Spinach and Turmeric
(Immunity).

RPC Corby
t +44 1536 263488
RPC Design
t +44 1933 414855

e sales@rpc-corby.com
e b.lodge@rpc-design.co.uk

The revolution in the handling of both wet and dry goods in food production environments is
celebrating its tenth anniversary.
The introduction of the RPC Sæplast Buggy B200 PE at the
beginning of 2010 offered a variety of user-friendly and health &
safety benefits that provided a step change from the traditional
stainless steel versions that had dominated the market up until
then. Its light weight yet strong triple walled PE construction is
able to withstand the harshest conditions and rough handling in
food processing, while the sturdy undercarriage,
nylon wheels, stainless-steel axles and
ergonomic handles have been designed
for easy manoeuvrability and handling.

dumping outflow in the desired direction. It can be specified
with a lid, stainless steel dumping brackets and a removable
smart handle.
The buggy is available in a range of colours, enabling
companies to have dedicated buggies for different products or
to operate in different parts of the factory.

In addition, the Sæplast buggy provides
valuable noise reduction benefits comparedd
to its stainless steel equivalent. Its ability
to absorb noise means sound levels during
dumping are diminished by 17dB and the noise
oise
produced during rolling is negligible.

AHEAD OF THE CURVE
RPC M&H Plastics has developed an experimental manufacturing technique that forms a series of
ridges inside a bottle – in either a straight line or spiral – to create a distinctive premium visual
effect while leaving the exterior of the bottle completely smooth.

The Sæplast B200 PE features an easy-to-clean
lean design and
meets the highest hygiene standards, including
ding DIN 9797.
User-friendly features include a pointed slope
pe that directs the

The new Spiral effect enables brand owners to enhance the
aesthetic appeal of their packaging with an individual and
brand-enhancing look, while ensuring that the bottle still
provides a comfortable and easy to handle user experience.

RPC Sæplast Europe
e sales.europe@saeplast.com
t +354 460 5000

TUB WORTH THE (REDUCED) WEIGHT
The RPC Bramlage Division has enhanced its top-selling range of Eurotubs with the introduction of
lighter weight packs for two of its most popular sizes.
The new 250g and 400g tubs are now over
20% lighter. This reduction in material and
carbon emissions during manufacture and
transportation delivers important additional
sustainability benefits. At the same time,
the tubs retain the same levels of reliability
and functionality as before to ensure product
quality and easy handling for the endconsumer.
The Eurotub range, which also includes 500g and 1,000g sizes,
is the ideal solution for all types of spreads. The tubs’ light
weight and robust design offer the perfect combination of
product protection and ease of use. The various sizes available
provide opportunities for family ranges while the wide choice of
decoration options allows the establishment of individual brand
identity with high impact on-shelf appeal.

At the same time, the internal ridges can provide added
strength to the pack and also help to mix contents within the
bottle so that products can be dispensed ready to use.
The Spiral effect can be specified on 125ml and 250ml tubulars
in a choice of colours to deliver an individual upmarket image.
RPC M&H Plastics’ flexible manufacturing ethic means
customers can specify low minimum order quantities from
10,000.
For a free sample and to discuss suitable projects for the
further development of this new technique, please contact us.
RPC M&H Plastics
e sales@mhplastics.com
t +44 1502 715518
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RPC Bramlage
t +49 4442 881 0
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COMPLETE PACK
SOLUTION
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10,5g

RPC Synergy has launched a 1 litre PET jar,
ideal for a wide range of foods and powdered
products.

e sales@rpc-bramlage.de

As part of a complete pack solution, the 120mm screw neck jar
can be complemented by a new range of smooth wall PP caps
from RPC Synergy, available in a wide variety of colours, that
support individual product branding. Combined with the clarity of
the PET, this also creates a strong impression on-shelf.

PACK FORMAT OPENS UP NEW
OPPORTUNITIES
The move of a leading US brand of organic baby foods from glass to plastic has been facilitated by
the technical and manufacturing capabilities of the RPC Group.
The adoption of the 4oz and 4.5oz custom-moulded multilayer PP
cups for a newly-installed packing line for Yummy Organics baby
food from Initiative Foods will enable the company to develop
the growing e-commerce market for its products. Equally
important, the packs’ integrity and resistance to breakage
provide important consumer safety benefits while the multilayer
barrier technology preserves the freshness and quality of the
product over a long shelf-life. The ability of the cups to be
nested during storage and transportation also offers important
logistics benefits.

strong working partnership.

The packs are thermoformed in PP/EVOH/PP, are retortable and
can be hot-filled, delivering an extended ambient shelf-life. The
cups are produced at RPC Bebo Plastik and the lids at RPC Bebo
Bouxwiller. The project was co-ordinated by the sales team at
RPC Bramlage Morgantown USA, who supply the products to US
distributor TricorBraun, with whom the company already has a

RPC Bebo Plastik
t +49 4761 8600
e sales@rpc-bebo.com
RPC Bebo Bouxwiller
e contact@rpc-tedeco-gizeh.com
t +33 3 88 71 78 00
RPC Bramlage Morgantown
e sales@wiko-usa.com
t +1 610 286 0805

The deal demonstrates how inter-divisional co-operation
and capabilities within the RPC Group can be leveraged to
provide customised packaging solutions in line with individual
customer requirements. Conversion from glass to plastic in key
markets such as baby foods is becoming more prevalent both to
support e-commerce trade opportunities and provide enhanced
consumer convenience and safety.

The robust and reliable jar provides effective product protection
during filling and distribution while its light weight and large
opening deliver safe and easy handling for the end-consumer.

RPC Synergy Packaging
e sales@synergypack.com.au
t +61 3 9338 2626

ANOTHER ONE FIGHTS THE DUST
The new Dust Cover range from RPC Astrapak provides the perfect solution to protect aerosols from
dust and dirt while offering ease of handling for the end-user.
Manufactured in polypropylene (PP), the closure fits snuggly
onto an aerosol can to protect the nozzle and keep it dust-free,
while enabling the user to flick it off with one movement of the
thumb. The cover has a round shape with a square shoulder
and is available in three sizes: 52mm, 57mm and 65mm in
diameter.

recycled into clothing and industrial fibres, food containers and
compost bins. The recycling of PP on a large scale is beginning
to emerge as an economically viable option.

The translucent PP cover features a glossy surface finish and
can be produced in various colours to complement individual
product branding. It is light weight – with a lower density than
its HDPE counterparts – and is semi-rigid yet flexible enough to
pop off easily. This same rigidity ensures that the cover clicks
on and remains sturdy when in place on the aerosol.
PP is recognised for its versatility and ability to be fabricated
into thin pieces of plastic that bend while still withstanding
heat well and resisting stress-related cracks. Due to this
elasticity being an integral part of its composition, PP can be

RPC Astrapak
t +27 87 742 0710

e sales@rpc-astrapak.com

A HERO FOR ALL SEASONS
Plaswood has launched a range of picnic tables that twin style with sustainability to help transform
external spaces with elegant but durable statement furniture.
Called Hero, the new lighter weight tables offer a 15% weight
saving on a standard A frame table and 40% on the round table.
They are made from 100% recycled plastic, with a unique design
that allows for easier assembly with a semi-fabricated option.

manufacturing point of view and gives a welcoming quality
to customers looking to enhance their outdoor spaces with
a maintenance-free, stylish furniture piece holding strong
environmental credentials.”

Hero tables reduce manufacturing offcuts waste, making the
furniture even more sustainable while providing landscape
professionals, local authority specifiers, garden centres,
builders’ merchant buyers and outdoor hospitality managers
with a product that is re-made with the environment in mind.

The family of furniture includes an adult and junior size picnic
table, activity top tables, a round family size picnic table and
a wheelchair access table. All items come fully or semiassembled and can be fabricated in three easy steps. The round
picnic table, for example, is now available part-assembled,
reducing the amount of space required for transportation from
four to one pallet space. The wheelchair access table can also
be offered in a semi-assembled form.

CERTIFICATION UNDERLINES
QUALITY AND TRACEABILITY
STANDARDS
RPC bpi recycling in Heanor has gained the European Certificate for Plastics Recycling (EuCertPlast)
in recognition of the site’s high standards in the recycling of post-consumer plastic waste.
EuCertPlast certification recognises and encourages best
operating and environmental standards for plastic recyclers
across Europe who process post-consumer waste. It gives
confidence to both suppliers and customers that best practises
are being followed throughout the recycling process in areas
such as stock management of incoming waste, recycling

The EuCertPlast certification scheme was developed via a
three-year project, co-financed by the European Commission,
under the Eco-Innovation Programme and with support from
EPRO (European Association of Plastic Recycling and Recovery
Organisation), PRE (Plastic Recyclers Europe) and EuPC
(European Plastic Converters).

The range also taps into the rising trend across the UK and
mainland Europe for more outdoor entertainment and communal
public spaces. Hero tables maximise flexibility, coming in
elegant rectangular or curvaceous circular forms, and include
playful touches such as activity table tops for children.

RPC bpi recycled products
e recycle@rpc-bpi.com
t + 44 333 202 6767

Plaswood
t +44 333 202 6800

e plaswoodsales@rpc-bpi.com

SAFEST SOLUTION IS THE MOST
SUSTAINABLE AND COST-EFFECTIVE
RPC Promens is introducing its proven Varibox IBC into the UK and Ireland, offering the ideal
solution for the safe and cost-effective handling of hazardous chemicals, while helping to improve
a company’s environmental profile and minimise the financial implications of the UK’s Producer
Responsibility (Packaging Waste) regulations.
Roto moulded in polyethylene, the robust construction of the
Varibox features an inner container enclosed within a strong
outer cover, and incorporates a special discharge valve for
easy dispensing of product with no need to remove a cap. The
container is suitable for intensive usage for up to five years,
making the Varibox fully reusable. This delivers an improved
carbon footprint, as well as greatly reducing the amount of
packaging waste and the resulting need to purchase PRNs
(Packaging Recovery Notes), the average price of which for
plastic waste more than doubled during 2018.

information. A built-in RFID tag enables the Varibox to be
tracked at every stage of its journey.
For more information, visit: www.varibox-ibc.com.

RPC Superfos has developed a short quiz to provide some important information about plastic and
sustainability that will help customers and other business partners present a more balanced picture
about the material in the continuing environmental debate.
The five-question quiz takes just a short time to complete and, whether they get the answers right or
wrong, participants will be provided with some key facts about plastics to have at their fingertips.
Janni Langkjær Pedersen, Sustainability Communication Manager at RPC Superfos, says the quiz is also
ideal to share with friends and colleagues.
“Used plastic packaging and other types of waste do not belong in our oceans,” she points out. “This is
undisputable. But sadly, discussions about plastic very often lack facts and this can lead to unfortunate
decisions being taken when it comes to sustainability and our planet. With this quiz we want to make
some important facts available in an entertaining way.”
RPC Superfos
t +45 5911 1110

e superfos@rpc-superfos.com

QUALITY RECOGNISED
The high-quality and superior performance of
RPC Ace Zhuhai’s electroplating process has
been underlined by a recent customer audit
undertaken by GHSP and its end-customer
Toyota.
In particular, the audit highlighted RPC Ace Zhuhai’s excellent
technical abilities and quality management system which were
said to be superior to other recognised Toyota suppliers.

The strength and sturdiness of the Varibox ensures maximum
protection so that product quality is maintained throughout
the logistics chain. Integrated vents automatically open for
safe dispensing and a pressure release system is available for
products that cause a product build-up. Dip tubes with leak-free
quick connectors are a further option for discharge from the top
of the container.

RPC Promens
t +33 3 2163 1222

e mhpsales.montoir@promens.com

POLITICIANS GET THE FACTS ABOUT
PLASTIC
When three Danish parliamentary candidates, including a current Member of Parliament, visited the
RPC Superfos facility in Stilling, they agreed that more facts are vital for an informed plastic debate.
During their short study trip, the politicians experienced the
modern production of plastic packaging through a tour of the
factory floor as well as conversations with employees and
management. The purpose was to learn more about plastic and
sustainability in connection with the new national plastic plan
which was adopted by the Danish parliament at the beginning
of this year.

FINDING THE ANSWERS IN THE
SUSTAINABILITY DEBATE

Scan the QR code to take part in the quiz.

To meet the specific needs of the UK and Irish markets, the
standard 2-way secured entry pallet has been augmented with
the availability of a 4-way secured entry version, allowing even
greater flexibility in the movement of the container by a forklift
or pallet jack without compromising on safety.

The Varibox is available in a choice of colours and can
incorporate company logos for effective branding. The easy-toclean design prevents product contamination and large recessed
label areas provide plenty of room for all required product

In particular the certification works to the European Standard
EN 15343:2007 which specifies necessary procedures for the
traceability of recycled plastics. This provides enhanced quality
control with end-users easily able to ascertain the source of any
recycled material supplied.
“As a recycler of post-consumer plastic packaging, with
EuCertPlast certification we can provide our customers with the
assurance that all the plastic film delivered to our sites will be
processed in accordance with best practices, and treated with
respect for the environment as a top priority,” comments Jagan
Mohanraj, Innovations Director RPC bpi recycled products.

Manufactured in Dumfries by RPC bpi recycled products,
Plaswood’s second-life products support and develop the
circular economy while promoting plastic recycling. Products
made from Plaswood offer a sustainable, cost-effective and
innovative alternative to traditional wooden, steel or concrete
varieties. They require no annual maintenance, painting or
chemical treatment prior to installation or during their long
lifetime, and do not leach chemicals, rot or splinter.

“A key objective of the Hero range was to increase the products’
environmental credentials, by minimising waste and reducing
product weight for a user-friendly assembly process,” explains
Katherine Lorek-Wallace, Plaswood General Manager. “Our
innovative approach makes the process more efficient from the

process, quality management, staff training and qualifications,
traceability in supply chain and environmental protection.

The strategy includes 27 initiatives, some of the most
important ones being a unified sorting and collection of plastic
waste on a national scale and the creation of a new national
centre for plastic. The centre will be tasked with creating
more knowledge about how plastic can contribute to the
development of a circular economy in Denmark.
“The visit was a great opportunity to learn more about plastic,
bearing in mind the new national plastic plan and the increased
focus on plastic in the environmental debate,” confirmed
Member of Parliament (Danish People’s Party) Mette Dencker.

The plating lines at RPC Ace Zhuhai have been designed to
meet a variety of complicated processes, including 2K Selective
Plating, Satin Chrome, Trivalent Chrome and Black Chrome
finishing. In-line water recycling means 65% of water can be
reused, while a heat exchange system for the heating and
cooling of the plating tank reduces electricity consumption.
A comprehensive waste water treatment process ensures
effective removal of contaminants to allow reuse of the water
in line with the highest environmental standards.

RPC Ace
t +852 2487 6282

e info@rpc-ace.com

IML AWARD WINNER
In conjunction with its label supplier Korsini SAF, RPC Superfos has received an award for Best Label
Design at the 2019 IMDA (In-Mould Decorating Association) Awards in the United States.
The winning label is made for Heinz for its Cream of Tomato
Pot Soup and Vegetable Pot Soup sold in a 400ml SuperLock®
container that showcases the cutting-edge In-Mould Labelling
(IML) technique from RPC Superfos.

lid is decorated with a standard IML and the pots are sealed
with aluminium foil for a long shelf-life even under ambient
temperatures. Until recently, these soup varieties in this size
were sold in metal cans.

As well as its creative and vivid design, the Korsini SAF
autoclave resistant oxygen barrier label combines with the
SuperLock® pot to allow post-filling sterilisation up to 120°C
for 80 minutes. Both the pot and the lid are injection moulded,
with the IML pot providing oxygen barrier protection. The

In addition, the SuperLock® pot has a user-friendly twist-off
screw-on lid and the container is also suitable for microwaving,
so that a tasty meal can be effortlessly heated within minutes.
The pack is 100% recyclable which is clearly indicated by an
on-pack recycling label.
“The Best Label Design Award
recognises the technical
capabilities and properties of
the IML solutions offered by
RPC Superfos in collaboration
with Korsini SAF,” comments
Zbigniew Hryniewicz, Sales
Director CEE, Superfos. “We
proudly share the honour.”

“It is imperative that we as legislators make our decisions
on the best possible foundation so that our choices regarding
plastic actually lead to a more circular economy. Therefore, it is
rewarding to see that companies in Denmark like RPC Superfos
are determined to inform and use plastics in an intelligent way
which is friendly towards the environment.”
One of RPC Superfos’ key objectives is to pursue more
sustainable plastic packaging by increasing the share of
recycled plastic in production. Another point is to harmonise
and streamline the sorting and collection of plastic waste.
Lars Smidt, RPC Superfos Stilling’s Factory Manager therefore
welcomes an increased interest in sustainable solutions caused
by the new national plastic plan:
“We want an informed debate about plastics, and we hope that
the new plastic action plan will contribute to this,” he says.

RPC Superfos
t +45 5911 1110

e superfos@rpc-superfos.com
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